
With the rapid evolution of Generative Artificial Intelligence (AI) technologies, most 
companies are implementing AI strategies. However, the majority of these organizations 
are struggling to identify and assess use-cases that align with their business objectives, 

technological capabilities, and compliance requirements. These are just a few of the reasons an 
overwhelming majority of AI initiatives fail to deliver the intended results. CC Pace’s Quick Start 
offering helps clients navigate the challenges in a practical, efficient, and collaborative manner. 

This assessment gives you the tools and knowledge you need to implement a successful 
Generative AI strategy.

CC Pace Applied 
Generative AI

Quick Star t 
Offer ing

APPROACH

OUTCOMES
Generative AI Primer: Overview of Generative AI and its relevance to the client’s industry. 
Current State Report: Detailed analysis of the company’s technological infrastructure, data readiness, and business objectives. 
Use-case Report and Implementation Roadmap: A list of potential Generative AI use-cases tailored to the client’s needs, along with feasibility and impact ratings 
and plan detailing the steps, milestones, challenges, and solutions for each prioritized use-case. 
Final Presentation: A comprehensive presentation summarizing the findings, recommendations, and proposed roadmap, which will empower the client to make 
well-informed decisions regarding the application of Generative AI.
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Presentation & Feedback:Roadmap Creation: Use-case Identification:Current State Analysis: Kickoff and Education:
• Intro to Generative AI: 

concepts, technologies, 
industry applications & 
overview of quick start 
process.

• Identification of key 
stakeholders & their 
business objectives.

• Evaluation of the 
company’s existing 
technological 
infrastructure. 

• Review the data 
landscape - availability, 
quality, and relevance. 

• Facilitation of 
brainstorming session 
with key stakeholders. 

• Match business 
objectives with 
potential Generative AI 
applications.  

• Prioritize use-cases based 
on feasibility and impact.

• Detail steps required for 
each prioritized use-case.

• Highlight potential 
challenges, such as data 
requirements, technology 
constraints, and skill gaps.  

• Present findings, 
recommendations, and 
the proposed roadmap 
to key stakeholders. 

• Gather feedback and 
refine the roadmap 
based on feedback.

• Discuss next steps and 
how to move forward.


